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Global online classes: The promise of online learning

https://youtu.be/WRseEN2VEl8
Required Conditions for the TEC Model

- Small Group Cooperation & Collaboration
- Institutional Support
- Interaction Over a Year
- Team Teaching
- Content A-Political
- Equality of Status
- Teachers Belong to Different Cultural Groups

FACE TO FACE MEETING AND PRESENTATION OF PROJECTS (CELEBRATION)

- Team
- Wiki & Virtual Worlds
- Visual
- Synergistic Collaboration
- High Level Thinking Assignments

FACE TO FACE MEETING OR ONLINE EVENT

- Group
- Multimedia & Social Networks
- Oral / Aural
- Parallel & Sequential Collaboration

- Audio
- Peer Review

- Individual
- Sync & Async Platforms
- Textual
- Dialogue
- Low Level Thinking Assignments

- Social Environment
- Online Environment
- Communications
- Collaboration
- Levels of Thinking

High Trust Level
Low Trust Level
Building of Trust
Virtual intercultural groups
MOOC in Virtual Worlds: Introduction to Multiculturalism
Talpiot College

TEC ISLAND
Social Network
Translation
Hebrew/Arabic
Asynchronous Collaborative Learning
In this special encounter you will cooperate with students from different communities and countries.

The colleges and universities taking part include:

- Kassel University in Germany, Prof. Dr. Claudia Finkbeiner and Dr. Madeleine Olson
  Tutor: Marcel Foerster Survey assistance: Wiebke Ost
- Eszterhazy Karoly University Hungary, Dr. Nagy Emese, Gyorgi Kovacs
- Kibbutzim College, Dr. Miri Shonfeld
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Kibbutzim College in Tel Aviv and The university of Texas
Edusummit 2019, Quebec

Group leader: Miri Shonfeld
Group members: Melda N. Yildiz, Sandra Williamson-Leadley, Miriam Judge, Michael Quinn, Carolyn Y. Ng, Megan Cotnam-Kappel, Barbara Jane Sherman, Douglas D. Agyei, Charles Bourgeois, Jean-Gabin Ntebutse
Do we need to study Online Learning?

Do we need to study???
Connecting between generations